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An immersive arcade experience crafted by the minds at Owlchemy Labs, you are in the middle of a game show with your hands. You need to help a contestant escape in under 5 minutes with very few chances for things to go wrong. No one is safe when things go wrong.
Your hands and mouth are the instruments of your escape, and because your choices are so important in this game, you’ll need to think quickly. The clock is ticking, and you only have a few chances to get it right. Will you be the last contestant standing? It all depends on
you. Key Features: • A single game with six unique episodes that all tie together. • Over a dozen unique puzzles to test your reflexes and decision making skills. • In-game commentary by some of the smartest and funniest minds at Robotica Labs, including Owlchemy Labs
co-founders Alex Schwartz and Geoff Check. • An original soundtrack by Breakmaster C.R. and the award-winning team at Z-Man Games. • Fun, unique character animations. • A narrative that gives each episode its own distinctive style. • Unique visual effects and effects
that you can interact with. About This Game CYBER PROTOCOL is Owlchemy Labs first foray into the world of gaming. A single game that tells an entire story, packed with over a dozen unique puzzles. In CYBER PROTOCOL, Alex and Geoff are on a game show called
Robotica, hosted by a tyrannical show host who not only doesn’t like people but can control his puppets with his mind. The game show was created to test the contestants’ mental agility and competitive spirit. To escape, Alex must work with the robots on-screen to help
the contestant get out of his or her tricky situation. What better way to show off the talents of Owlchemy Labs than to create a game where every mistake counts, where every choice you make can decide the outcome? About This Game Betrayal at High Tide is a
multiplayer stealth game set on the fictional Cape Cod island of Great Deer Island. Players take on the roles of survivors working together to complete missions and survive the dynamic island environment while unraveling the mystery of the island's past. Pimp My Ride:
Pimp My Ride is a fast paced, arcade driving game that takes a decidedly comedic view at the first-person driving genre. Get behind the wheel of a wide array of different vehicles

Cyber Protocol Features Key:
Only for amateur football players.
Different ways to play.
Manage your own team by adding and removing players.
Try to score goals.
Use a cool "Facts" menu to learn about football.
Create your own game with your own graphic
Adjust timers in the game.
Hello, play football!
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Ever wondered why your laptop always gets stolen? Ever wondered if your Office was just “hacked”? Then Cyber Protocol is the game that you’re looking for! An exclusive mission from the international secret services, it has as its mission the retrieval of some sensitive
documents from a top secret government agency. In order to solve it, you will have to use an unusual technology that allows you to reach the past, by going through the mind of the corporation’s disgruntled chief. Can you be the hero of this story or will you play instead
the main character? It’s your choice! -See all the necessary instructions - -No wonder: the creators of Cyber Protocol are scientists! -If you have any doubt, ask for the hints from the developer (link in the game)... -A great game to play on your own. Escape the map! But you
won’t just have to find your way out of the map by yourself. The game offers you all kinds of hints that appear when you are unable to move forward in the map: A red and a blue dot, with the red dot on top of the blue dot, will open the level and you will get the
opportunity to see all the secret available paths in that level. Other players that are playing through the same level will show up on the map. They will count how many turns you have gone through, how many secret paths you can see and they will be able to give you
useful hints. They will also be able to show you how many other players have solved this level. In short, by playing with other people, you will have the opportunity to count with their support to find the right path, and the right clues. As soon as you succeed in solving a
level, the whole team will count how many turns you have gone through. This will help other players to understand if they need to prepare their strategy more, or if you need to speed things up a little to be able to go into more levels and be the first in the world. Enjoy
Cyber Protocol Welcome to the world of Cyber Protocol. This is your chance to play one of the most original and fun arcade games on the market! "What am I in for?" You are the head of cyber-security at a top secret agency. An intelligence network is hacked and you are
the only one who can find the clue to the case. You have d41b202975
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The idea of "Cyber Protocol" is simple and consists on using your teleportation and time-travel technology to intercept enemy automobiles before they collide with your space car. Each level has a maximum of five vehicles and you have 30 seconds to avoid damage and
see to the satisfaction of an enemy that has died. If that enemy returns on your location in time to cause damage then he will still work in the next phase of the level. There's no in-game hint or visual hint. Instead all the players will hear a pre-recorded hint when entering a
new level. If you like the idea behind this type of game, then this is something that you should pick up. Cyber Protocol Gameplay: There's one key concept behind "Cyber Protocol" that is worth noting. The transition from level to level is controlled by the game and not by
the player, therefore is possible that a player starting a difficult level with full time remaining, and finishes a relatively easy level in the same time. Despite this, it's never happen in the first level. This is not hard to achieve, since each level is made to be completed in
about five minutes. You start out with a tour of twenty levels or so, the fastest of which only takes about one minute to complete. This is the number one reason to buy this game, since there's no cost. It also helps to lower the time that you spend without playing again,
because you don't have to remember what is the best scoring and the fastest level. But, if you don't enjoy the game that much, it takes about four hours to complete the eighty levels of the game. "Cyber Protocol" hasn't the same esthetic quality as many of the other
arcade games of the genre. But, it's not a very hard game, and it's a nice combination of arcade and puzzle to solve. Graphics: The graphics are OK, some are very polished. For example the cars moving on the track that change color during the level involve some graphic
work, but it's good and not frustrating. Even the background could use a second pass. "Cyber Protocol" has many rooms or zones, but most of them don't have enough graphic work to attract the player's attention. For example the first zone is decorated with too much
noise (noise
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System Requirements:
*PC NVIDIA CUDA 9.2 compatible. *Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 8.1, Windows 10. *Intel Core i5-4590(3.30GHz), or better. *Intel Core i7-4790(3.80GHz), or better.
*Memory at least 8GB. *All DX DX11 compatible NVIDIA card. *AMD APU R5xx or later. *Memory at least 6GB. *Nvidia or AMD dx11 game
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